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Manage Baselines

A new command named "Manage Baselines" has been added under menu "Project".
This command can be useful to copy (all or partially) the BL1 or BL2 distribution to the current project
from a BL or Actual/Forecast distribution from the same current project or an external one.

The command shows a form where the user can indicate the following data:

On which baseline to make the copy of data (BL1 or BL2).
Where to take data: from the current project or an external one that have the same calendar and the
same main WS.
When choosing an external project, if to take data from baseline or from Actual/Forecast distribution
of the same project.
The Main WS nodes related to activities which are to be involved in the distribution copy.

After committed all input data, if the user confirm the form, the distribution data are copied where
indicated and correctly saved for the current project.

TMS-771Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.08.00

Changes to Export/Import Custom management

The Custom file management has been improved, so that in the Main WS form it is now possible to
define a possible custom import data file for the distributions: BL1, BL2, Actual, Forecast.

In the "Import Configuration" form, beside the tab "Custom" is now available the command "Export
Custom Spread" that shows a form where the user can choose which distribution to export on an external
Excel file.
The file format is the same used for the Import functionality.
In fact, near to this tab, you have the possibility to import some custom spread files used then only for
Main WS lowest level nodes configured as custom. In these cases, if and when configured, in all TMS
reports, the related progress values will be shown as indicated in the loaded custom file instead of to be
calculated using the spreads associated to the linked activities.

TMS-785Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.08.00
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New OTP Report

Report "09 - Milestone Reports" has been changed so that now there is a new extra option named "Show
On Time Performance Index" that, if selected, can generate a report, only on one level, that shows the
OTP index related to each selected node.

When this option is selected it is possible to select two different posibilities to calculate OTP index. It is
also possible to configure 3 differente colors used to fill the cell where these indexes are written and value
ranges used to decide which different color to use for the filling itself.
si colori.

The report is generated using always only one aggregation level on activity code and it's not available if
the user chooses more than one level.

TMS-786Note:

Patch Situation 01.000.08.00


